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Most of single electron transistors have been fabricated from modulation doped GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures

by using a split-gate tectmique to make a dot tunneling structure. A dot profilg however, is not well defined due to
the large depletion and also due to the complicated configuration of the Schottky gtes. The large depletion arises

from a low carrier dersity in the GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures. In this work we have used a pseudomorphic

AlGaAs/InGaAs/GaAs h€terostructure to fabricate a dot whose profile is well dedned by trenc,hes and line Schottlry
gates. A pair of trenches form a narrow wire and the line Schottky gates placed on the wire form tunnel jundions.
The pseudomorphic hderostructure has a sufficiently high canier d€nsity to reduce the depletion length. Thus
fabricated single electron transistor has a dot smaller and better defined as compared to that of conventional
GaAs/AlGaAs single electron transistors and allow us to study interesting properties of quantum transport.

Our haerostructure is grown by MBE on a (001) GaAs substrab,, consisting of a 20nm GaAs cap layer, a
30ffn Sidop€d AIC'aAs layer, a 10nrn AlGaAs spacer layer, a 12nm InGaAs well layo, a 300nm GaAs barrier, and

an AlGaAs/GaAs superlattice buffer layer. The mobility and electron dansity of 2DEG arc respectively 6.5x
l04crn2Ay's and 9x 101lcm-2 at 1.6K. A narrow wire is fint ddned by two trenclr€s using a shallow-etdr trdrnique
The lateral depleion length is abord 0.06um. orr to,p of fte wire lino Sdrcdiky gates are deposited as shown in Fig.
l(a). The position of the gates are precisely aligned to the ddrcd tr€ndrcs by using the electron beam lithography
teclrnique. The gates are isol*ed by mesa Actred wire, whidr reduces their mr.fi.ral influence.

Fig. 2. shows coher€nt resonant tumding observed in one of the devices. The parameters of the gate strudur€s
are given in Fig.l(a) and the geomerical durnel widh W{.3un. Application of nqative voltage to the gates g3

and 94 deplees the regiux baneath the gat€s and forms potartial barriers. So a dot can be formed between 93 and

94. The gate E2 is used to drange the number of the dectrons in the dot. The gate gl is not used and Vgl{V. The
small short-period oscillatiors are Coulomb btockade (CB) oscillations due to the dnrging etrect in the dot. The
large amplitude modulaion arises from coherent resonant tunneling due to the formation of st:ndirg waves (bound

states) created from hterfer€nce effeds. The interference effect is probably pronotmccd because the eledrons move
in a waveguide defined by the two tranches and tunnel t}rough a dot being like an Atical Fabry-P€rot cavity. We
used an ind€p€ndant-electron Landauer formula to calculat€ th€ cqductanc€ oscillations due to the coherert resonant
tumeling as a fimction of Vg2. The calculation well reproduces the modulated period. A fraction of the eledrons
may lose their phase coherence due to inelastic scattering in tho dot, and reduces the anpttude modulation. The fact
that the mean value of the modulation increases as the humeling probability is raised by increasing either the drain
voltage or terry)erature confirms that the difference in anrplitude between our calculation and our measurernent arises
from the effect ofincoherent tunneling.

Figures 3 and 4 show the CB oscillations observed in the devic€, whose gate param€t€rs are given in Fig.l(a).
The geomery durmel width is 0.45um. Dot-l is defined by the gdes $ utnel, da-z by gP and 94, and dot-3 by 94
and gl, as sean in Fig. 1(b). Iig.3 shows the CB oscillatiqrs arising from dot-l, -2 and -3, respectively when only
the respective dot is formed by application of relevdt gate voltages. The CB oscillation period is abor.t 7 mV for
dot-l, 10mV for dot-2, and 40mV for dot-3, respectively, and the values of the periods are in agreement with our
calculated values. Fig.4 shows CB oscillatiqr for the two dots in a cor4led case. We have observed small short-
period oscillations superinposed on the large and long-poriod oscillatiqrs. The short period is the same as that for
dot-l, and the long period is the same as that for dot-3. The results can not be oplained by stodnstic CB. We
explain thern as the effects of the couplirg between the two dots. On the otlrer hand, the results frorn the lrrc
decoupled dots by decreasing Vg4 can be well described by the stochastic CB. We argue that the direct corpling of
the wave firnctions b6^'een the two dots is strong and srppose a model based on coherent resonant twrreling. The
fact that the conductance for the small periodib oscillations in the coupled case does not go down to z€ro also
sugg€sts that coherart resonant transport should be considered to o<plain our experimertal results.
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Fig. I (a) schernatic diagram of the single electron
transistors.The param€ters of the gate structures
for the two devices are the same. The geometry
channel widths are different.(b) Energy diagram
showing tfuee quantum dots.
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Fig. 3 The CB oscillations as a function
of Yg/ for the three respective dots.

Dot-l : Vgl:ll5mV, Vg3:l00mv, Vg4:0
Dot-2 : Vgl:0, Vg3-l00mV, Vg4=-129-Y
Dot-2 : Vgl-ll5mV, Vg3:0, Vg4=--l20mv
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Fig.2 The CB oscillations as a firnction of
Vgz the measurement is compared
with the modulation of the peak
conductance as obtained from our
calculation. Vgl:OV, Vg3:440mV,
and vg4--44omv.
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Fig. 4 The CB oscillations as a firnction
of Yg/ for the two coupled dots.

Vgl:l 15mV, Vg3-l00mV, Vg,l-120mV
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